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   For Science Report,  Tahoku University, Geophysics, Vol. 4, No. 1 
Page Column Line 
45 2  1 read  "perpendicular" for "perpendictcular" 
45 2 -6 read "explained" for "exnlained" 
60 2 12 read "Earthq." for "Earthg." 
    ("Line  -6" means "Line 6 measured from  bottom".) 
               Some remarks on my paper "On a Radiation Chart" 
   In my paper "On a Radiation Chart, Sci. Rep.  Taoku Univ., Ser. 5, Geophys., Vol. 4, 
No. 1, p. 9-23, 1952" some revisions are necessary. First, at page 9, by solving the equation 
of radiative transfer the top of the atmosphere was assumed to be at  T.,°K. Although this is 
a generally accepted assumption, the author thinks it better to assume the temperature of the 
top of the atmosphere to be O'K. Of course we have no means of detecting which of the 
above assumptions is correct. But, at least, the following consideration will be possible. That 
is, if the temperature of the highest point observed or theoretically deduced is , we can 
extend the top of the atmosphere beyond the point until the place where the temperature is 
 0°K. If the new assumption is accepted the solution for the downward flux becomes simpli-
fied. That is, in equation (2) the term  13,  (T.)  7.1.  (1,,u.) is unnecessary and also 
 B  (T  )rf(4,u.)dv of equation (15) and                        r CTarn                     Jo30d dTru11(TO                                                 )dTdi, and rit u.(T.) dB 
of equation (20) are unnecessary. Fig. 4 and 8 are rightly drawn to meet the new assumption 
in which  77,, may be taken as the temperature of the place where water vapour disappears. 
Practically, in treating the radiative transfer in the troposphere  To may be considered to be 
the temperature of the tropopause. 
   Second revision is concerned on the discussion of ROBINSON and DEACON's chart at 
 Page 14. Here the author showed that  1 —  of and  ff is different, because the weight function 
of the former is  B, (T)and the latter isdTwhich is differentfrom  B„  (T) in regard to the 
frequency  11. This was also shown humerically in fig.  5.  That the radiation chart is rightly 
constructed by using  fr and that 1  —  of is different from  T./  will mean that ROBINSON and 
DEACON'S charts are theoretically in error. While, the author has further intended to 
demonstrate that we cannot construct a radiation chart by using  I—  ef. However the descrip-
tion between line 35 of left column and line  11 of right column of page 14 is incorrect. All 
of the description may be strike out, or if we want to remain the description, it must be 
revised as  follows  :
"Differentiating equation (21) (in which  .f{u(T)} must be read as  sr(u, T)) with T, we have 
   dB,(T)rividCB
y(T)z-f(1„u)dBaef(u,T)                                                        (22)   7c—aTciv T)}B(T)aT 
0U 
If we assume as ROBINSON and DEACON did that  of is independent of temperature, then the 
last erm of (22)vanishes.But evidently.C'u/3,,(T)arf(l'u) dvdoes not vanish, because L is                                    0  
dependent  upon temperature. So that upward flux of equation (14), for instance, will be 
given by
                                                                     99 
        To)To 
                                 B          U13(Tz)  +lir(1—ef(u)}dB —,(T) °Df(") dTdv. (23) 
           13(n) 0 7: a T 
The last term of equation (23) is further neglected by ROBINSON and DEACON. To neglect 
the temperature dependence of both  lw and  ef will certainly lead to the result that 1  —  ef 
which will be shown by differentiating (21) with T and referring to (17), but this assumption 
is mathematically unacceptable, because it leads to the conclusion that the weighted mean value 
is independent of weight function.  Actually in the case of water vapour 
 arf(1„u)  ar/(11u)ai„   0
, (24)  ?T al ,aT 
because  rf is a decreasing function of and  4, is generally increasing with T as will be seen 
in fig. 2."  , 
                                                            (G. Yamamoto)
